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On February 21, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) released updated guidance on public company cybersecurity disclosure requirements under Federal securities laws. While news articles have focused on the guidance’s emphasis on timeliness and insider trading prohibitions, a foundational question is whether the cyber risks and incidents are “material.” Making informed decisions on materiality demands, in part, active and continuing understanding and management of underlying cyber risks.

Timely disclosure of material risks and incidents, and no insider trading. The guidance focuses on two topics: (1) the importance of maintaining comprehensive cyber policies and procedures, particularly on timely disclosure of material cyber risks and incidents, and (2) the application of insider trading prohibitions to material cybersecurity risks and incidents.

The guidance implicitly responds to controversy around how senior management and boards of directors addressed recent incidents at Yahoo, Uber and Equifax. In the cases of Yahoo and Uber, a significant time lapse occurred between the discovery of a compromise and notification to the public. In the case of Equifax, several senior executives sold stock immediately after the breach was discovered but before it was publicly disclosed.

Materiality and board oversight. A threshold disclosure question is one of materiality – i.e., if there is a “substantial likelihood that a reasonable investor would consider the information important in making an investment decision or that disclosure of the omitted information would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the total mix of information available.” The SEC guidance states that, as part of a materiality analysis, “a company should consider the indicated probability that an event will occur and the anticipated magnitude of the event in light of the totality of company activity.” According to the SEC, potential consequences include “harm to a company’s reputation, financial performance, and customer and vendor relationships, as well as the possibility of litigation or regulatory investigations or actions, including regulatory actions by state and federal governmental authorities and non-U.S. authorities.”

While the Commission provides that “[w]e do not expect companies to publicly disclose specific, technical information about their cybersecurity systems,” there is an expectation that public companies should “disclose the extent of its board of directors’ role in the risk oversight of the company, such as how the board administers its oversight function and the effect this has on the board’s leadership structure.” A key question is thus how senior management and Boards are advancing their understanding of cyber risk such that they can make informed judgments about materiality.
Several recent disclosures are (notwithstanding that they mostly predate the Guidance) instructive.

- Equifax’s 2017 earnings report included reference to its data breach throughout the report. It reported $99.1 million in costs to investigate and remediate the cybersecurity incident, plus legal and other professional services. It also reported $50.7 million in additional costs for credit monitoring and related services, while also noting that it was the subject of multiple class action lawsuits and government inquiries.\(^5\) As a point of reference, Equifax reported $3.4 billion in 2017 revenue and $587 million of net income.\(^6\) Less obviously, the report also noted that revenue declined in 2017 due to the impact of the cybersecurity incident:

  “Certain of our customers have determined to defer or cancel new contracts or projects and others could consider such actions unless and until we can provide assurances regarding our ability to prevent unauthorized access to our systems and the data we maintain. Many of our customers are requiring security audits of our systems and any negative results of such audits may cause further losses of customers. In addition, some of our current and potential customers and the contracts governing certain customer relationships, as well as certain of our data suppliers, require us to maintain International Organization for Standardization (“ISO”) certifications, such as ISO 27001 certification, that specify requirements for establishing, implementing, operating, monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and improving a documented information security management system. Due to the 2017 cybersecurity incident, certain of our ISO certifications have been suspended and we will be required to take additional remediation steps to retain such certifications, which efforts may not be successful. Additionally, certain of our payment card industry certifications have been suspended which could result in fines and loss of access to data if we are not able to complete the necessary remediation steps to retain these certifications, which would adversely affect our ability to offer certain products to customers. If we are unable to demonstrate the security of our systems and the data we maintain and rebuild the trust of our customers, consumers and data suppliers, and if further negative publicity continues, we could experience a substantial negative impact on our business.”\(^7\)

- While much recent focus and attention has been directed at data breaches, attacks aimed at compromising the integrity or availability of systems may be more pernicious. A number of major global companies were impacted by notPetya, a ransomware campaign originating in Ukraine in June 2017. The U.S. Government has since attributed notPetya to the Russian Federation as “part of the Kremlin’s ongoing effort to destabilize Ukraine.”\(^8\) Companies impacted by notPetya included pharmaceutical giant Merck, FedEx and Danish shipping company Maersk – each to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars.

- In its most recent quarterly report, FedEx reported a cumulative $400 million impact to earnings. Interestingly, the impact was "primarily from loss of revenue due to decreased shipments" as well as associated remediation costs.\(^9\) As a point of reference, FedEx reported $60 billion in consolidated 2017 revenue and roughly $3 billion in net income.\(^10\) Moreover, FedEx went on to note that, while critical operational systems have been fully restored, “not all customers are shipping at pre-attack volume levels.”
Probability. What can we learn from these disclosures? Returning to the Guidance’s focus on probability and impact, let’s start with probability. In all cases, the intrusion vector appears to have involved the exploitation of an unremediated vulnerability inside the victim organization’s environment. Tempting as it is to blame the victim for what was obviously a fateful delay in vulnerability remediation, the fact is that patching can break things, thus underscoring the importance of careful remediation planning. Of course, careful planning is not license for indefinite delay and inaction – the adversary does not offer time-outs – and a key question revolves around risk-based defensive measures to limit the spread of an infection inside the environment. This dynamic also calls for focused education for senior management and then boards on key questions – and likely implementation challenges – in managing cyber risk. Have we identified our crown jewels? Do we have the right talent in place? Can we execute? How do we evaluate effectiveness? The more confidence we have in program and control effectiveness, the lower we can ascribe probability of a cyber harm. Are we seeking advice from outside counsel and auditors on “materiality” thresholds?

Impact ... and opportunity. Turning to impact, each of the three above-cited incidents offer important insights into the changing nature of cyber harms. Historically, with data breach cases, a narrative has developed that companies don’t suffer long term impacts – yes, incidents entail significant (non-recurring) remediation and litigation expenses, but customers still keep doing business. However, in all three of the above cases, the reported impact extends beyond remediation costs, litigation and other expenses ... to an immediate revenue impact. Merck couldn’t fulfill orders. FedEx couldn’t deliver packages. Equifax customers deferred contract renewals.
The FedEx and Equifax incidents also point to two potentially important long-term trends: (1) substitution effect and (2) changing customer drivers. In FedEx’s case, the impairment of the company’s operations appeared to cause customers to switch to competitor package delivery services. Having switched, some percentage will (for whatever reason) simply never return. In Equifax’s case, an increasing number of commercial customers are imposing formalized, auditable cybersecurity requirements as a condition of contract. Moreover, these requirements are often unique to the buyer. So imagine the post-incident challenge of satisfying a diverse group of customers that the victim organization has an effective program in place.

In this challenge also lies an opportunity: to invest in cybersecurity as a differentiator with customers. Boards understand value creation. Thus, when presented with a cybersecurity investment roadmap, questions should not only revolve around “will this investment advance our effectiveness?” but also, “how can we position this investment as a customer advantage?”

Preparedness … and its relationship to timeliness. Since there is no such thing as risk elimination (even the SEC’s own EDGAR database was breached), resiliency becomes critical. Management and boards should thus have a firm view of the effectiveness of preparedness, response and recovery capabilities, for two reasons. First, being prepared helps limit the extent of actual harm to the company. Second, management’s ability to effectively manage a crisis – cyber or otherwise – serves as a proxy for its broader management capabilities and thus influences the brand’s reputation. Years ago, in its 2012 Reputation Review Report, Oxford Metrica analyzed long-term market value impacts of major corporate crises (cyber and non-cyber) found that “at times of crisis, substantially more information is forthcoming on a company and, in particular, on its management, than is usually available. This new information is used by investors and other stakeholders to re-assess their expectations of future behaviour and performance.” The report went on to conclude: “It is in the first few days following an event that the market makes its judgement on whether a company is going to emerge as a Winner or a Loser.”

Most large companies now understand that having an incident response plan is table stakes. But having an incident response plan is no guarantee of effectiveness. Rather, key escalation triggers must be defined and understood – for example when a vulnerability crosses over into a breach. Key personnel must, through training and exercises, understand their roles and key decisions to be made in a crisis – including when to call in outside help (consider the changes recently announced by Uber, such as having “more stakeholders involved in the decision-making process for how to handle security incidents, and informing law enforcement of potential security incidents right away”). And technology should be architected to anticipate that incidents will occur and thus facilitate quick response response and recovery. In this way, the SEC’s timeliness expectation...
becomes less of an issue because the incident investigation does not linger over an extended period. Likewise, expectations around materiality and insider trading are anticipated as part of preparedness-related planning.

**Active engagement with U.S. Government.** Finally, these cases all suggest the need for a more active management and Board engagement in demanding active U.S. Government support for defending the private sector. Of the above-cited examples, all but one (Uber) have been either explicitly (Yahoo\(^\text{19}\), Merck, FedEx\(^\text{20}\)) or implicitly (Equifax\(^\text{21}\)) tied to a hostile state actor. The U.S. Director of National Intelligence’s 2018 Annual Worldwide Threat Assessment recently warned that “[t]he risk is growing that some adversaries will conduct cyber-attacks—such as data deletion or localized and temporary disruptions of critical infrastructure—against the United States in a crisis short of war.”\(^\text{22}\) Moreover, the notPetya attack reportedly leveraged vulnerabilities used for offensive purposes by the U.S National Security Agency but subsequently leaked.\(^\text{23}\) While there is little expectation that U.S. Government agencies would be playing a defensive operational role inside a public company, there are a number of steps the Government can take, including timely sharing of actionable cyber threat information, more actively disclosing vulnerabilities, advancing research and development efforts, and imposing consequences on those actors to whom it can attribute malicious cyber activity.

---


3 See Nov 21, 2017 blog by Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi disclosing a late 2016 incident in which information on 57 million customers and 600,000 drivers was inappropriately accessed and downloaded by external actors, available at https://www.uber.com/newsroom/2016-data-incident/?state=4XD-binIsTek0dVDrYwv--pam555UaDsd_D4IUnh_Ak%3D&_.csid=H9m4120Gz0p919sC6kR7A#._

4 See https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/09/08/549434187/3-equifax-executives-sold-stock-days-after-hack-that-wasnt-disclosed-for-a-month. See also Equifax Inc., Form 10-Q for the Quarterly Period Ended September 30, 2017, p. 41, where the company noted that "we have received subpoenas with respect to investigations by the SEC and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Northern District of Georgia regarding trading activities by certain of our employees in relation to the cybersecurity incident." Available at https://investor.equifax.com/financial-information/sec-filings
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